[2I + E] CHANGING THE WORLD
European Solidarity Corps Volunteer Project
Granada, Spain
7 months
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Place
The venue is Ciudad de los Niños in Granada, Spain.
Granada is a beautiful city in Andalucía, the South of Spain. It is a rich historical city where
you can find Christian, Muslim and Judaic roots.

Ciudad de los Niños is located in the south-west part of the city, in the district called Chana,
where you can find all the necessary shops, pharmacies, hospital, coffees, etc.
Granada is a city with young soul where are around 60 000 student from all over the world.
There is also an interesting culture, civic, sport and free-time offer.
The location of Granada is very complete, in half an hour you can go skiing or to the beach:
there is the mountain called Sierra Nevada (and the villages of Alpujarra) which is beautiful
for hiking, and the nearest beaches are reachable by bus also.
Our entity works with children and youth in situation of social exclusion for more than 50
years; there are children from the age of day care centre up to the age of 18 in different
departments of the entity: day care centre, residential program or emancipation program.
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You can check more information on our page (https://www.ciudaddelosninos.es/) or our
Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/cdngranada/).

Objectives & Activities
The objectives of this volunteer project are:

-

To promote social development and learning of the youth and children in the
risk of exclusion through formal and non-formal education.

-

Educate the minors and youth in the values of tolerance, respect to cultural
diversity, interculturality.

-

Provide resources for the minors and youth to acquire increase and develop
necessary competences for the labour market.

-

Create a space of mutual cooperation in the topic of education through the
participation of the teachers, volunteers and the professionals which are
related to the project.

The activities of the volunteer will take place in the following areas of intervention:

-

Educational centre program
Basic fostering residential program
Emancipation program
School home program
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In this way, the activities of the volunteer are going to be related to the support and
collaboration in the educational centre, such as:

-

Collaboration with the professional team in corresponding reunion
of coordination and monitoring the beneficiaries of the service.

-

Collaboration with the monitors and educators in the designing of
the formation workshops and group dynamics.

-

Support the monitors and educators in the formal education activities,
workshops to reinforce English, labour insertion workshops, sports activities,
etc.

There are a lot of areas where you can work, all depends on your preferences, experience
and where you feel comfortable to work.
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